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Evidence for dynamic heterogeneities in computer simulations of miscible polymer blends
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~Received 16 July 2002; published 13 January 2003!

The controversial origins of the unusual dynamics of miscible polymer blends are incisively probed through
computer simulations. The distribution of mobilities experienced by a probe monomer in a miscible blend of
chains with disparate glass transition temperatures is found to be much broader than in the pure polymers,
providing clear evidence for local concentration variations in the mixture. These concentration fluctutations
yield distinctly different temperature dependences for the dynamics of the two different components, in a
manner that closely mimics experiments.
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The dynamics of miscible polymer blends are unus
since, in many cases, the two components appear to mai
their own independent dynamic identities. Such behav
termed ‘‘thermorheological complexity,’’ manifests itself i
the anomalous broadening of the distribution of relaxat
times of both blend components compared to the pure p
mers, and in the breakdown of the empirical tim
temperature superposition principle at both the segme
and chain levels@1–8#. The microscopic origins of thes
effects have been the subject of considerable debate in re
years@4,9–12#. One explanation for these phenomena is t
the local environment in the blend is heterogeneous, w
this effect being attributed to concentration fluctuatio
@2–5,10# and chain connectivity effects@2,3,9#. In contrast,
others have argued that thermorheological complexityonly
reflects inherent differences in the local dynamics of the c
stituents@12#.

Since the dynamics of miscible blends are of fundame
and practical relevance, it is important to resolve the mole
lar origins of these effects. To this end we have simulate
miscible blend comprised of materials with disparate gl
transition temperatures in the framework of the bon
fluctuation model. For blends of chains of lengthN510 we
find that the dynamics of the two different components d
play different temperature dependences. In contrast, mixt
of chains withN52 show that the two components ha
identical temperature dependences. We have also simu
the motion of nonselective small molecule probes in
N510 systems to delineate the origins of these results.
considering the distribution of displacements in the ble
and contrasting it to the corresponding behavior in the p
polymers, we show that the probe experiences a wide ra
of environments. These span motion as slow as the m
blend composition and as fast as regions strongly enriche
the fast polymer. These results, in conjunction, conclusiv
demonstrate that the origins of thermorheological comple
can be attributed to the presence of concentration variat
in the blend, as has been conjectured by several gro
@2–5,9,10#.

In the bond fluctuation model each monomer occup
eight adjacent sites, which define a cube of side 1, o
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simple cubic lattice@13#. Monomers along a chain are con
nected by bonds of variable length. Double occupancy
sites is prohibited and no bond crossing is allowed. T
ground state is defined to be ‘‘long’’ bonds of length 3; a
others are assigned an energye.0. T* 5kBT/e is the re-
duced temperature, wherekB is the Boltzmann constant. Pre
vious studies have demonstrated that this model can qua
tively capture the vitrification of polymers@13,14#.

We have studied two chain lengths,N510 andN52. For
the N510 systems, we employ a 603 lattice, with periodic
boundary conditions in all 3 directions. The overall latti
filling fraction is r58NM/L350.8,whereM52160 is the
number of chains in the system andN510 is the chain
length. For theN52 system, we employ a 103 lattice, with
periodic boundary conditions in all 3 directions. The over
lattice filling fraction is r58NM/L350.9, where M
53600 is thenumber of dimers in the system. We model
50/50 binary blend of two polymers where the two comp
nents have different bond stiffnesses,eA51, andeB52, re-
spectively. ComponentA will thus have a lowerTg. The
corresponding pure materials are also simulated. In ano
set of simulations we replace 10 chains in theN510 system
with 100 ‘‘monomers’’ to probe the motion of small mo
ecules in these matrices while keeping the overall lattice
ing fraction constant. Note that these small molecules o
experience excluded volume interactions. Since the b
bending potential is the primary cause of vitrification
these models@13#, a lattice of pure monomers would no
possess a glass transition. Thus, these tracers are expec
be sensitive probes of the variation in local composition~and
hence glass transitions! in polymer blends, without any in-
terference from their own vitrification.

The systems were simulated using the standard metrop
Monte Carlo technique. Only local moves are employed
study system dynamics. Initially, the system was equilibra
at T* 5`. Starting configurations for lower temperatur
were equilibrated configurations from the next highest te
perature. To check for equilibrium, we have monitored t
autocorrelation function of the end-to-end vector and
self-intermediate scattering function, both of which go
zero as t→ `, and the average mean square displacemen
the center of mass, which is diffusive at long times. T
system was considered to be in equilibrium ifall three cri-
teria were simultaneously satisfied. We have also considere
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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the miscibility of these mixtures by calculating the chemic
potential changes on mixing, using the chain increm
method@15#. In agreement with previous work we find th
x;0, thus suggesting that the stiffness disparities are
large enough to induce immiscibility@16#.

From the mean square displacement of the center-of-m
^r 2& for each component in the blend, the single compon
melt, and the tracers, we have calculated the diffusion c
ficient of each component asD5 lim

t→`
(^r 2&/6t), wheret is

the Monte Carlo time. We first consider the systems with
any tracer particles. Figure 1 demonstrates that the diffu
ity data from both the pure materials and the blend sho
significant slowing down with decreasing temperature, b
for N510 andN52. Each set can be adequately fit by eith
the scaling form (D;@T2Tc#

2x) or the Vogel form (D
;exp@A/(T2T0)#). We find, as expected, that pure chains
type B have a Vogel temperature that is twice that of pureA
chains @i.e., T0

B52T0
A50.4060.02]. We now consider the

50/50 blends ofN510 @Fig. 1~b!#. TheD of the two compo-
nents have different temperature dependences. The V
temperatures of the two blend components areT0

A50.30,
T0

B50.34, quantifying this fact. Qualitatively similar resul
are found for two other compositions studied, i.e., 25/75 a
75/25. Thus, this blend demonstrates the normal signat
of thermorheological complexity, in a manner that mimi
experiment. We have also considered mixtures of dim
@N52# with the same bond length potentials. Figure 1~a!
suggests that, in contrast to the longer chains, the dyna
of the dimers have identical temperature dependences in

FIG. 1. Plot of the diffusion coefficients of the pure compone
and each component in a 50/50 blend.~a! N52, ~b! N510.
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blend, i.e., thermorheological simplicity. These results u
equivocally prove that thermorheological behavior is mo
than a difference in the local dynamics of the two materia

Thermodynamics suggests that^(Df)2&;S(0), where
S(0) is the zero wave vector limit of the scattering functio
and^(Df)2& is the width of the distribution of concentratio
fluctuations. For a system withx50 andN52, the random
phase approximation yieldsS(0)50.5, while for N510,
S(0)52.5. This argument suggests that the longer chain s
tem, which shows a breakdown of time-temperature sup
position, samples a much wider range of concentrations t
the dimer blend. To conclusively establish that local conc
tration variations are the cause of disparate dynamics,
now consider the diffusion ofN51 tracer molecules in the
50/50N510 blend. Figure 2 shows a plot of theD values of
the two blend components and also of the monomer tra
When we divide the tracer diffusion data by 40, we find th
its temperature dependence tracks that of the flexible c
ponent in the blend. This temperature dependence is
tinctly different from that of the slower component. The
results, therefore, suggest that the diffusion coefficient of
tracer is determined by environments that are dominated
the faster blend component.

Since diffusivity data are dominated by the fastest mov
monomers, such data do not provide adequate informatio
the distribution of environments that a tracer particle expe
ences. To probe this issue further we focus on the distribu
of displacements of the probe monomer in the blend as w
as the single component systems. In the temperature ra
0.5<T* <2, the diffusion coefficient in the blend is smalle
than that in the single component@low Tg] system. A com-
parison makes the most sense where the diffusion coeffic
of the probe monomer is the same in both systems. For
reason, we compare the distribution of tracer displaceme
in the pure lowTg polymer at a temperature which is lowe
than the blend by a factor of 0.625. The mobility of ea
tracer monomer was tracked at these different temperat
for the blend and pure polymer as a function of time, a

s

FIG. 2. Plot of the diffusion coefficients of the probe monom
and of each component in a 50/50 blend withN510. The data for
the monomer tracer are also divided by 40~open squares! to com-
pare with the flexible component data.
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their distributions are compared at identical times, i.e., wh
their mean square center-of-mass displacements are iden
@see inset~b! of Fig. 3#. In Fig. 3 we plot the quantity
P(r )[4pr 2W(r ) ,where W(r ) is the probability that a
monomer has moved exactlyr in the timet. Inset~a! in Fig.
3 is an expanded view of both distributions at displaceme
greater than 25 lattice units. It is clear that the distribution
displacements in the blend is much broader than that in
pure material. This suggests that the tracer in the blend
periences a broad range of dynamic environments. Since
diffusivity data suggest that the largest particle displaceme
have a temperature dependence analogous to the faster
component, we conclude that the high displacement en
the tracer distribution corresponds to regions rich in the fl
ible component. To bolster this statement, we have trac
the local environment~i.e., the immediate six neighbors!
around a probe monomer and averaged this quantity ove
whole dynamic run. We find that monomers with lower m
bilities @^r 2&<10#, on average, experience a compositi
that is identical to the mean blend composition, while mon
mers with^r 2&>40 ~the high displacement end of the distr
bution! have a local environment that is richer in the flexib
component@f f lex;0.75#. Thus, we have clear evidence th
the local environment in the blend is heterogeneous, w
composition spanning from regions close to the aver
blend composition to regions rich in the faster componen

A final point is to understand the difference in behavior
the N510 blend, which appears thermorheologically co
plex, and theN52 blend which is thermorheologicall
simple. Above we have suggested that the random-phase
proximation model anticipates that the longer chain ble
experiences larger concentration variations than theN52
blend. To substantiate this prediction we examine the qu

FIG. 3. Plot of the distribution of tracer displacements for bo
the blend and the single component melt at the point where
mean square displacement of the tracers are identical in both
tems. The data correspond to a time-step of 53106 Monte Carlo
units and^r 2&5218, indicated by the large ‘‘X’’ in inset~b!. Inset
~a! shows an expanded view of both distributions for displaceme
greater than 25. Inset~b! shows a plot of the mean square displac
ments of the tracers for both systems.
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tity 2Dg(r )5gAA(r )1gBB(r )22gAB(r ), where gxy(r ) is
the intermolecularpair distribution function for monomersx
andy. Dg(r ) would identically equal 0 for allr in systems
where both components are randomly mixed, and hence
deviations from 0 are a measure of nonrandom pack
~‘‘concentration variations’’!. Figure 4 plots this quantity for
both theN510 andN52 blends. It is immediately clear tha
the longer chain length blend has larger values ofDg(r )
suggesting that concentration variations are larger in
case. In addition to this intermolecular effect, past work h
also suggested intrachain connectivity effects also beco
more important with increasingN. Thus, while we cannot
resolve whether intermolecular or chain connectivity effe
are more important in this context, the evidence here is c
clusive that the blends with larger concentration variatio
show larger departure from thermorheologically simple b
havior.

In summary, we have provided several lines of eviden
which, in combination, unequivocally illustrate that loc
concentration variations are the source of thermorheolog
complexity in miscible polymer blends. Figure 1 shows th
theN52 andN510 systems have similar inherent mobili
differences betweenA and B, yet thermorheological com
plexity is only observed for theN510 system. Thus, ther
morheological complexity is not merely a reflection of th
inherent differences in the local dynamics of the two comp
nents. We show that the measurement of probe diffusion p
vides complementary information to currently available d
fusivity measurements on the two blend components. T
temperature dependence of theD of small molecule probes
should track that of the fast component in the blend, but
distribution of mobilities, if measurable, should provide
direct measure of the dynamical heterogeneities in the ble
Such data are currently unavailable, although we are aw
of at least one group which is pursuing these measurem
@17#.

Financial support was provided by the National Scien
Foundation~Grant No. DMR-9977928!.
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FIG. 4. Intermolecular Dg(r ) defined by the equation
2Dg(r )5gAA(r )1gBB(r )22gAB(r ) for the N510 blend system
and the dimer system with 50/50 composition atT* 50.5.
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